Bored of bland boardrooms and
corporate settings? Want to
take some friends out for a
one-of-a-kind, next level outing
that is as accessible to both
gamers and non gamers alike?
Our event venue and meeting
rooms are designed to inspire
creativity and productivity.

From team meetings,
outings, brainstorming
sessions, off-site
gatherings, staff training,
to simply getting out of the
ofﬁce a bit – you bring
the team, and we’ll take
care of the rest.

PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS
With the Level Up or Boss Level packages you get
exclusive use of our event spaces including a private
bathroom. The Lounge comes setup with boardroom
style seating for up to 25 people, mini fridges, games
consoles, a billiards table, and chalkboard walls.
Adjacent to this is our Matrix Room in which
attendees can view the gaming arena alongside
live in-game footage.
Our third and ﬁnal room,
the VR Arcade, has 8 VR
headsets, each set with
its own library of games
and apps. Our dedicated
staff remain on hand
as a point of contact
throughout to help
organise and
familiarise attendees
with our systems.

Level Up Package:
Experience our most popular Zero Latency Games
Compete for the best individual and team scores
Exclusive use of our event spaces
Play a variety of additional games in our private VR Arcade
Average total event time: 1-and-a-half hours
Check the website for pricing and further package details

Boss Level Package:
The Boss package provides those with a slightly bigger
appetite than the Level Up package the opportunity to
drink and dine while on site.
Experience our most popular Zero Latency Games
Compete for the best individual and team scores
Exclusive use of our event spaces
Play a variety of additional games in our private VR Arcade
Pizza and BYOB to round off your event
Average total event time: 2 hours
Check the website for pricing and further package details

THE MAIN EVENT
Literally the greatest experience in Ireland...
literally. With a range of games to choose
from, players can see each other as full motion
avatars and communicate through headsets,
whilst exploring different areas in the virtual
space. Up to eight players can join in the free
roam experience at a time, allowing friends
and colleagues to explore virtual worlds, while
competing and working together to
accomplish the task set by each unique game.
Gaming sessions are 30 minutes long
and we can accommodate groups
of up to 50 people playing in rotation.
For those interested in team outings, group
events, birthday parties, and more, we’ve got
you covered for that as well.
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THE
LOUNGE
This private space is fully kitted out with all the tech you need including
a wireless 65” display monitor, HDMI connection, chalk boards, conference
table, and sound system. The room can be set up according to your group
needs and offers a welcome respite from the conventional off-site day
while still providing the opportunity to dig in and get some work done.
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MATRIX
ROOM
Take the Red Pill or the Blue Pill, the choice may be yours but either
option lands you in one of the coolest rooms in our facility. Perfect for
breakout sessions, hanging out, or checking in on the gaming sessions
below, the Matrix room serves as the fusion point between our main
Lounge and VR arcade.
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VR ARCADE
CAPACITY: 8
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Our ﬁnal room completes your experience with us in true VR style.
Our 8 on hand Oculus headsets translate your movements into
VR no matter which way you're facing and provide room-scale tracking
without external sensors or cables. Each headset contains a number of
different games to choose from where up to 8 players can simultaneously
conquer leaderboards, crush workouts, create with friends, and more.

The list of games available
for the arena can be found here:
https://zerolatencyvr.ie/games/

Zero Latency Dublin
21, Maple Avenue
Stillorgan Industrial Park
Dublin A94 N6V9
Tel: 01-2934785

We also cater to groups, kids birthday parties, school outings, and more.
Please get in touch with us if you would like information regarding any of these options.

